Average Household Income 2005
Neighbourhoods in the Vancouver Region

Census Tract Average Household Income compared to the Vancouver Census Metropolitan Area Average of $73,258

- **Very High - 140% to 624%** (47 CTs, 12% of the region)
- **High - 120% to 140%** (45 CTs, 11% of the region)
- **Middle Income - 80% to 120%** (222 CTs, 54% of the region)
- **Low - 60% to 80%** (65 CTs, 16% of the region)
- **Very Low - 24% to 60%** (29 CTs, 7% of the region)
- **Not available**
- **Rapid transit as of 2009**

Notes:
(1) Census Tract boundaries are for 2006.
(2) Average household income is based on persons 15 and over in private households and includes income from all sources.

Source: Statistics Canada, Census Profile Series, 2006
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